Use of questioning strategy to facilitate students’ reading comprehension in Taiwan
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Abstract

This study investigates individual differences arising from strategy instruction, questioning strategy, based on the problems found through miscue analysis. This qualitative study also investigates students’ motivation toward the strategy taught. The participants were a college student in Taiwan, consisted of one high-achieving student and one low-achieving student. Both were on the same language proficiency level (level C). They were asked to complete miscue pre and post-test and took eight meetings of tutorials (four meetings for teacher-generated questions and four meetings for student-generated questions). An interview was also conducted to find out their motivation toward the strategy. The instructional materials were taken from an English magazine specially designed for Taiwanese, called Studio Classroom. Results indicated that the strategy did not work well in both students as their motivation interfered their reading performance. This study concludes that the strategy works better in higher motivation student. Since motivation affects students’ reading performance, therefore, this study suggests that raising students' motivation in the teaching process is crucial to reach better reading performance.
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Good readers always apply certain strategies while reading a text. They will see reading as a whole context instead of word-by-word meaning. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1996) suggested that reading is not only sounding out text, but also constructing meaning (Goodman, Burke, & Sherman, 1981; Kazemi, Hosseini, & Kohandani, 2013). This means reading is not just about read the symbols/letters, but also read for its meaning to reach a certain level of understanding or reading comprehension. Readers will be able to comprehend the text if they can "talk" to the text as a means of conveying the author's message and intention towards the readers. Reading is an activity that creates an interaction between readers and writers (Paran, 1996). As Alderson (2000); Klinger, Vaughn, and Boardman (2007) also stated that reading is an interaction between the readers and the texts. There should be a good 'communication' between the readers and the texts. To reach a good interaction and communication between what is printed on the text and readers’ understanding, some reading strategies such as summarizing, question generating, skimming, scanning and others (Phillips, 2003) are commonly used. Those strategy instructions need to be taught directly to students to enhance their comprehension.

There are various kinds of reading strategies that may help students to facilitate their problems in comprehending texts. Questioning is among one of those strategies that can be used to improve students' reading comprehension. The importance of questioning as an instructional strategy is widely acknowledged in the literature on teaching and learning (Edwards & Bowman, 1996). Anisah, Fitriati, and Rukmini (2019) found that students could make more responses when helped by the questioning strategy. Another study also obtained a positive result with a questioning strategy toward students' reading comprehension. El-Koumy (2014) investigated the effectiveness of using questioning strategies within three number of groups (teacher-generated questions, students-generated questions, and teacher-students generated questions). The result showed that teacher-student generated groups scored most significantly higher than in other groups. The difference could also be seen between pretest and posttest though there was also a significant difference in students' score in another two groups. He used a TOEFL reading comprehension test as the pretest and posttest test materials.
About miscue analysis, it is an instrument that was used to detect students’ reading problems in which they were asked to read aloud a text. Miscue analysis not only reveals the readers’ proficiency but provides knowledge about the reading process (Goodman, Burke, & Sherman, 1981). Their reading would be analyzed to mark their reading errors, which would be classified to determine their problems. Some studies tried to examine the relation between miscue analysis and students’ reading strategies and performances. Flurkey and Xu applied miscue research to examine the rate and flexibility with which students read within a text and across text (Long, 1987). This research concerned on how readers struggle with new information and unfamiliar grammatical structures. Another study conducted by Whitmore and Crowell (1994) used miscue analysis to examine the reading strategies used by the third graders. This study tried to find out the reading strategies used by the students while reading a text as shown in their miscue.

Miscue analysis provides a great deal of specific information about a students’ reading ability and helps the teacher to plan reading programs and instructional strategies. Basically, miscue analysis classification is divided into three parts; Semantic/Pragmatic Cueing System (the meaning-filled relationship of words, phrases, and sentences within a text), Syntactic Cueing system (the syntax within the text), and Graphophonic Cueing system (the phonological, orthographic and phonic within the text) (Goodman, Burke, & Sherman, 1981). Those classifications give information about strategies that should be taught and used based on the problems found. For that reason, this present study used miscue analysis for pretest and posttest.

Questioning strategy is a strategy that can be used for students with reading problems. Questioning is an important element to facilitate students’ learning as well as improving their motivations (Macalister, 2011). The most common strategy used in improving students’ comprehension in reading classes is questioning any information that students have already read (Alvermann & Phelphs, 2002). In this strategy, they are asked to create appropriate questions by using clues from the paragraph and also using their prior knowledge of the topic to predict what may be said in the paragraph (Manset-Williamson, Dunn, Hinshaw, & Nelson, 2008). Effective questioning by both teachers and students is important, because being able to ask the right kinds questions appears may facilitate student learning. Teachers who can give a good example on how to ask proper questions while reading may help students to learn how to build interest with the text to become stronger readers. While the self-questioning strategy helps the students to be independent
readers (El-Koumy, 2014). A study by Dunlap (2006) showed positive responds among the participants practicing self-questioning strategy, especially for those who had problems with second language acquisitions. Self-questioning strategy is used when students start asking themselves while they are learning and reading the texts, (Darling-Hammond, Austin, Cheung, & Martin, 2003; Wicaksono & Munir, 2014). Therefore, in this present study, a combination between a self-questioning strategy and teacher questioning strategy were used.

Questioning strategy can be conducted within three phases; pre, during and after reading phase. Questioning strategy in pre-reading activity is necessary as it may activate students' schemata about the text they are going to read. It provides background knowledge to make students understand the text better. The information from the text must be connected to what is already known to be easily comprehended. Readers who formulate questions while reading may anticipate what is to come in the text and look for information that can confirm or disconfirm from their predictions. Because these readers have questions, they can more easily check if the message they are constructing makes sense and if the text ideas are interrelated one to another. After-reading activities provide students with additional opportunities to practice what has been learned from the text and to help them link the textual information and their background knowledge.

Previous research conducted by Manset-Williamson et al. (2008) suggested that students with reading problems can have comprehension difficulties, and that self-questioning strategy significantly improve their ability to comprehend text supported by text-reader software. Another study suggested that there was a significant result of using teacher, self and a combination between both teacher and self-questioning strategies in increasing readers' performance (El-Koumy, 2014). In short, it can be said that the questioning strategy helps readers to improve their reading comprehension.

Previous studies such as El-Koumy (2014) and Samad, Jannah, and Fitriani (2017) used reading achievement pretest as an instrument to find out students’ reading problem, while few studies used miscue analysis. Those previous studies did not use a combination between using miscue analysis, questioning strategy and giving an interview to the participants. However, using miscue analysis could be beneficial in a way that it could point out certain areas in which students needed to develop and determine what strategy should be taught. Therefore, this study tried to fill in this gap. The pretest and posttest would use miscue analysis as part of the assessment.
The purpose of the present study was to examine the effectiveness of using questioning strategy to facilitate students’ reading problem found through miscue analysis. The result of this study is expected to serve contribution to the teaching-learning process focusing on reading performance. Through questioning strategy, it contributes to reach better reading performance and raise students’ reading motivation.

METHOD

Subject

There were two female students involved in this study. Both are students of National Chiayi University, Taiwan. They had roughly the same proficiency level as they were both in level C (the lowest English proficiency level based on the English exam in Taiwan). These two subjects were involved in the previous study of the researcher, which dealt with guessing the meaning and predicting strategy to improve their reading comprehension. The result showed that the strategies gave a positive impact on their reading performance, as there was a significant difference between pretest and posttest. In this present study, they unpredictably gained significant different result in pretest after having a 3-month delay of treatment as for reason that the high-achieving student kept on using the strategy independently when she was reading in English. While another student, she rejected the strategy by never using the strategy anymore after the treatment.

Research Instrument

Miscue analysis and interview were used both in pre-test and post-test sessions. In the pre-test, the instruments were used to diagnose students’ reading problem while in post-test they were used to measure students’ achievement toward eight meetings of reading treatment. The texts that were used in miscue analysis were taken from a magazine under Goodman’s criteria for selecting miscue analysis’ materials. The texts were in the same length (less than 500 words) as the materials for miscue analysis.

For instructional materials, the texts were taken from a studio classroom. It is an English magazine specially designed for Taiwanese/Chinese students to learn English. Efforts were made in selecting the appropriate articles by considering the level of familiarity, length, and difficulty to the students. Articles with unfamiliar topics which consisted of less than 500 words were
consistently used. The level of difficulty of each text was relatively the same. Therefore, it was chosen as the instructional material.

**Procedure**

In total, there were ten meetings with the students. It consisted of 2 meetings for tests (pre-test in the first meeting and post-test in the last meeting) and 8 meetings for reading treatment. The duration of each meeting was 90 minutes. There were two activities conducted during the pre and post-test. At first, the miscue test was conducted then it was followed by an interview. Their voice was fully recorded during those two activities. During the miscue test, the students were asked to read aloud a text and had to answer 10 multiple-choice questions consisted of vocabulary and comprehension questions. The vocabulary questions were used to identify students’ low-level thinking process while the comprehension questions were used to identify students' high-level thinking process. The interview was conducted to find their difficulties during reading and the strategy they used. Some of the interview questions related to students’ use of strategy. For example, "Do you think you are good at using this strategy? Why or why not", "Is the strategy helpful for you? Why or why not?", "Would you like to continue using the strategy while reading? Why or why not?" They were interviewed four times (pretest, posttest, test1 and test 2).

There were 8 treatment meetings which would be divided into two sections; the first four meetings would be teacher-generated questions while the rest would be students-generated questions. In the teacher questioning condition, the students needed to read the text only. In students-generated condition, the students were asked to generate questions before, during and after reading sessions. In student-generated questions, the students were freely asked to write any questions related to the text. The questions were in scaffolding condition based on Bloom’s Taxonomy. The questions which were asked started from a lower level to the higher ones. It can be viewed as a sequence of progressive contextualization of the material (Anderson et al., 2001). At first, it could be started with the word, phrase or picture in the text to start a discussion on the topic. For example, when introducing a text about the desert, the teacher could start the discussion by asking questions such as, "What do you have in mind when you hear the word ‘desert’?" "What could we find in a place called, desert?" In this phase, it’s hoped that students might brainstorm any ideas related to the topic. Then, students were asked to explain their free associations. For example, "How did you come to that idea? and "Why do you think of Arabic countries when you hear the word ‘desert’?" This kind of
sharing might help to correct accessing of inappropriate background knowledge or schemata and provided students with an opportunity to correct misconceptions. Finally, this provided the basis for students’ to understand the relation between the text and background information. In the final phase, students were asked to make free associations with the original concept, for example, "Do you have any other ideas about dessert?" Often, students would give some responses in this last phase which reflected their higher level of understanding.

In addition, there would be a reading comprehension test in every four meetings (in the 5th and 9th meeting). The materials/texts used in this test were on the same level of difficulties. They also had the same total words as the texts used in instructional materials. This test aimed to measure students’ reading achievement after four weeks of treatment under the assumption that within four meetings, students could acquire the strategy taught.

**FINDINGS**

**Teacher Generated Questions**

In the teacher-generated question phase, S2 performed better than S1. In the first week of a tutorial, S1 got 60% while S2 got 20% higher than S1. Therefore, S2 is called the High-Achieving Student (HAS) while S1 is Low-Achieving Student (LAS). In week five, LAS showed her progress by having 20% higher score compared to her achievement in week two. In the same week, HAS showed lower progress by having only 10% higher score. This happened because from the pre-test result HAS had higher proficiency level than LAS, therefore in the final week HAS got a higher score than LAS. However, considering the higher progress made by LAS it was assumed that there would be another factor, which interfered their learning process.

**Students Generated Questions**

From the students’ generated question phase result, it is more obvious that LAS showed more improvement than HAS. Table 1 and Table 2 show the progress of both students in each meeting. The same reason as the previous result could be applied in this phase. However, both LAS and HAS got lower scores in this phase. It was because this phase was more challenging as they needed to be an independent reader by asking themselves questions, which could help them to build their comprehension. Based on the daily performance observation and interview conducted on week five, HAS showed relatively
more negative attitude and had a lower motivation to learn compared to LAS. HAS assumed that she had been a good reader herself so that she did not need any more strategies to apply while reading.

Table 1. Students’ Progress in Teacher Generated Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Week 2 (%)</th>
<th>Week 3 (%)</th>
<th>Week 4 (%)</th>
<th>Week 5 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student 1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Students’ Progress in Students’ Generated Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Week 6 (%)</th>
<th>Week 7 (%)</th>
<th>Week 8 (%)</th>
<th>Week 9 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student 1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Students’ Progress in each Meeting

It can be seen from Figure 1 that their overall performance from week 2 to week 4 showed improvement. Both students’ performance declined in week 5. The reason for this was because it was the first time for them to have student’s generated questions tutorial. It could be said that they were not ready yet to have the changes, from teacher-generated (teacher assisted) to students-generated (independent). LAS’s questions were more on vocabulary level (lower level) instead of higher-level questions, and HAS’s questions were more
on inferential questions and comprehension. As time went by, both of them could create higher-level questions rather than vocabulary level. At the end of the treatment, both students got the same final score, that was 80, but LAS showed more progress than HAS.

**Mini-test and Interview**

Table 3 shows each student's reading comprehension test results in teacher’s generated questions (test1) and students generated questions (test2). LAS’s score improved 20 from 70 to 90, while HAS did not show any improvement. This test result is consistent with students’ progress in each meeting in which LAS showed more progress than HAS. This happened because HAS rejected the strategy taught and showed a more negative attitude toward the strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAS</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In daily reading treatment, HAS often came late and did not pay much attention during the treatment. She sometimes seemed to be reluctant to have the treatment. In the interview section, when she was asked "will you use questioning strategy when you are reading a text?" then she said, "not really, because I think I can comprehend the text without making questions". Her answer showed her negative intention toward the strategy, therefore it influenced her reading performance.

**Pretest and Posttest**

From the pretest, the result showed in Table 4 and 5, it can be concluded that LAS made more miscues than HAS. After having an interview with both students, it was found that LAS did not apply the strategies while she was reading during the time delay while HAS did another way around. She kept using the strategies and read many English articles. HAS also had a higher motivation than LAS considering their usages of English during the delay.
Table 4. LAS Pretest and Posttest Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Post Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Miscue</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>Stop using strategy</td>
<td>positive attitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Posttest result indicated that HAS still got a higher score than LAS. However, this did not mean that the strategy worked better in HAS instead of LAS. The score difference that they made in reading comprehension between pretest and posttest needed to be observed as HAS only showed 10 scores increased while LAS showed a more significant difference for having 30 scores increased. The same condition also applied to the result of miscue analysis. HAS showed less progress as she could just reduce her miscues by 4%. On the other hand, LAS could reduce her miscues by 9%.

Table 5. HAS Pretest and Posttest Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>PostTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Miscue</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>Continue using strategy</td>
<td>negative attitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of the interview gave some data related to the reasons underlying the students’ reading performance. It was found that LAS started with low motivation for learning English, but as the tutorial went on, she could raise her motivation along with her self-esteem. The other way around happened to HAS as her motivation was getting lower during the tutorial.

DISCUSSION

The findings proved that the use of questioning strategy was effective to increase students’ reading comprehension. Both students showed an increased score at the end of the treatment. However, the scores both students’ achieved showed that the strategy worked better in Low Achieving Student (LAS) than in High Achieving Student (HAS). From the post-test, LAS gained more points compared to HAS. LAS could outperform HAS although her point was way lower than HAS in the pretest. This could happen because both students had a different level of motivations along with the treatments. LAS showed higher motivation as well as more positive attitudes toward the strategies than HAS. It was an interesting finding as it was assumed that HAS should have performed
better than LAS. This reflected the role of motivation that could influence reading performance.

LAS began with the low motivation of reading English articles. She never read any English articles except in her English class, which she had in the last six months. Moreover, she also had low self-efficacy for herself as a reader. She saw herself as a poor English reader. As the reading treatment went on, she started to gain her English confidence and got a higher motivation to learn the strategy. It was proven by the improvement of her reading performance as she could answer and create more and more questions. She could accept the strategy as she mentioned that the strategy was helpful for her and helped her to be more focus on the points she would like to know. Moreover, she also made significant progress in all test and her daily performance. The strategy instruction could motivate her and help her to gain confidence in reading. She also expressed her willingness to use the strategy if she wanted to read.

On the other hand, HAS started the study with the high motivation of English reading. She often read English magazine or any other English articles. She also saw herself as a good reader, meaning that she had a high self-efficacy of English reading. It was expected that HAS should have had more progress than LAS. Unfortunately, her motivation decreased and she did not make much progress during the treatment though she always got a better score than LAS. The strategy instruction did not helpful for her as she said that she could still comprehend the text without using this strategy. Based on the interviews, she might have perceived the strategy instruction as a less-effective strategy for her. She gave some indications of this point that questioning strategy was not needed to comprehend the text because there would be some comprehension questions followed after each text. She did not need to add more questions to be answered. Moreover, as she was involved in our previous study, she thought the strategies taught before (predicting and guessing the meaning from context) were more effective than questioning strategy. She would prefer to use the former ones when she wanted to read. This may lead her to build a negative response toward this strategy instruction and decrease her motivation toward reading.

CONCLUSION

This study concludes that, first, the strategy instruction (questioning strategy) could increase students’ reading comprehension. Second, motivational factors affect the effectiveness of the use of the strategy. This study shows how high-motivated students (HAS) could perform better than low motivated
students (LAS). Third, each reading strategy works differently in each reader. LAS might perform better when they use their preferred strategy than other strategies were forced on them through instruction. Moreover, this could affect their motivation toward strategy instruction and influence their reading performance. As motivation affect students’ reading performance, therefore, this study suggests that raising students’ motivation in the teaching process is necessary to reach better reading performance. Giving motivations to the students can be carried out all the way along with teaching reading strategies. Another pedagogical implication is that teacher could not force students to use certain strategies, and better to allow them using their preferred strategy. Pushing students to use a certain strategy may demotivate students’ interest to learn. Letting students choose their preference may boost their motivation so that they could comprehend more.

Some limitations still could be found in this study. First, there was time limitation and the number of participants. The time to conduct this study was only eight meetings while it just involved two participants. For future research, it may involve a longer time and more participants to see the achievement clearer. Second, it was a language problem. Since the subjects’ English language proficiency was not really good, some communication problems might happen during the tutorial times. Both subjects and researchers might fail to communicate their intention toward each other well. Furthermore, both subjects and researchers shared different native languages. It might be an easier task if both sides had the same native language.
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